Progress Report January 5, 2014

Container with school furniture, teaching materials and medical equipment reach
PAKISTAN
After a lengthy, of significant problems with the customs authorities in KARACHI escorted land-, sea-, land
transportation, the four containers with school furniture, teaching materials and medical equipment brought on the
way from SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN/GERMANY in September and October have finally reached PESHAWAR
on December 8 and 24, 2013

Thanks to the help of Pakistani friends and the energetic, stubborn agent of the forwarder in KARACHI
we ultimately managed to bring the containers to their destination. Other relief organizations are envious
of 'this success', because they had to write off their relief supplies.

The first container rolls on the grounds of the PAK GERMAN MODEL SCHOOL PESHAWAR on the
morning of December 8; the second follows shortly afterwards and is collected by Benjamin Schaeffer,
the Director of Aid for Refugees and Orphans with 'Thumbs up!’

Immediately hardworking hands start out to unload the containers carefully. There are many things people are not
familiar with. They don’t want to damage anything.

On December 24, when the next two containers arrive, one is already practiced and unloading is quick of hand.
The school administration at first inspect the furniture in order to now in the new year decide how the classrooms
will be set up. As soon as we will receive photos, they will be shown in a further report.
Our friends from the SAYA SCHOOL MEER KOH set out for Peshawar (about 200 km) and collect the
donations intended for them.

The classrooms are quickly established. At the desks from Primary and Regional School HEIKENDORF/
GERMANY now eager young boys and girls of SAYA SCHOOL MEER KOH are studying.

All the laptops donated by labdoo’survived’ the shipment in undamaged condition, are immediately unpacked and
to the delight of the students installed in the computer lab.

Now that all four containers arrived in PAKISTAN, we and the recipients of the donations owe our thanks and
Shukria to

the following schools:

-

Carl-Maria-von Weber-Gymnasium EUTIN,
Walther Lehmkuhl-Schule NEUMÜNSTER,
Gerhart Hauptmann Grundschule KIEL,
Grund- und Regionalschule HEIKENDORF,
Grundschule an der Bake, MÖNKEBERG,
Ellerbeker Schule, KIEL,
Sophie-Scholl-Schule LEONBERG,

the organisation labdoo.org
the companies:-

Brillen-Rottler/Heinzel-Sehen-Hören-in-BORDESHOLM,
Michael Eggers Hörakustik Meisterbetrieb, BORDESHOLM,
Optiker Ulrich Winner, FLINTBEK,

natural health professional Mrs. Ingrid Schüring ; REESDORF,
but also to all our individual donors, who committed glasses and hearing aids to us and who have primarily
contributed with donations to the fact that we were able to finance the transport of containers to PAKISTAN.

„Schukria!“
„You all are helping us that we have the chance to go to school and to learn!“
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